
Grave Symbols at Pleasant Grove Cemetery 
Throughout time, graves have marked where a person is buried. In prehistoric times, it may have been a cluster of 
stones that marked where a chieftain’s body was placed. In more recent times, a carved stone was used to mark 
this final resting place. The headstone may have a person’s name, initials, or more intricate carvings or information 
about the individual. Oftentimes there would be repeated symbols, or iconography, on graves. These symbols--
such as hands, flowers, garlands, urns, etc.--would be a kind of “shorthand” about the departed. Below you will 
find photographs of some of the gravestones at Pleasant Grove Cemetery and some interpretations of the 
meanings of the symbols that appear on them. 

 
A hand pointing upwards, shown here carved on the zinc grave monument of the Bush 
and Webley families, is a traditional Christian symbol of the reward of the righteous; a 
confirmation of life after death and the ascension to heaven. 
 
Another face of the Bush family monument shows a woman 
clinging to a cross. This symbol is usually found with the 
verse "Rock of Ages cleft for me" or "Simply to the cross I 
cling." The image symbolizes faith; a person or soul who is 
lost in the sea of sin, whose only hope is to cling to Christ's 
cross (the Rock of Ages). 
 
A triangle appears on many graves, such as David and Maria 
Manning gravestone. A variant, the trefoil, can be seen on Eleanor Manning’s grave. As 
far back as the ancient Egyptians, the triangle was held as an emblem of Godhead, while 

the Pythagoreans saw it as a symbol of 
wisdom. As Christianity became more 
encompassing, it soon adopted the 
equilateral triangle as the symbol of the 
Trinity. 
 
Roxey Chamberlain’s grave shows a woman bending to the right against an 
urn, under a weeping willow tree with large fruit or flowers (apples? 

sunflowers?) carved on the 
border. Many symbolic objects 
are represented in this grave. A weeping or mourning woman is the 
sorrow of the family. The weeping willow tree, which is a common 
icon on graves in the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
symbolizes mortality or mourning. In Catholic iconography, the sun 
represents the divine light of God, and the sunflower represents the 
devout striving toward God. 
 
The urn is recognized as an ancient 
symbol for death (due in part to the 
cremation rituals practiced in the past). It 
can also represent the return of the body 
back to ashes and dust and leading to the 
soul’s rebirth into the next realm. 
 
When an urn is shown draped with a 
cloth, the cloth is representative of 
death, the final partition separating the 
living world from that of the dead. 
 



The Sheldon family grave monument has an open book 
carved on top. According to Douglas Keister’s “Stories in 
Stone,” the open book is a favorite device for registering the 
name of the deceased. In its purest form, an open book can 
be compared to the human heart, its thoughts and feelings 

open to the world and to God. 
Interestingly, this specific book 
states the unfinished work of 
Professor Ralph Edward 
Sheldon. An open book also 
represents “authoritative 
word.”1 An open book on an 
altar usually has a religious 
connection. 
 

Obelisks as grave monuments rose to popularity in the United States 
during the age of Egyptian Revivalism, which began shortly after 
Napoleon’s invasion and exploration of Egypt during the late 1700s. 
Obelisks symbolize fatherhood, strength, and power because of their 
ancient origins in Egyptian culture. The shape of the obelisk is said to 
symbolize the manhood of an emperor. There were several 
economic benefits to having an obelisk as a tombstone. First it was 
commonly used as a memorial in the center of a family plot. With its 
multiple sides, and often elaborate basis, this lent more surface area, 
for more inscriptions, and for more persons to be memorialized. 
 
Geraldine Fisher’s grave shows an etched portrait of the deceased, 
as well as clasped 
hands praying and 
an angel floating to 
light beams (perhaps 

heaven) and holding a cross. The hands praying 
may be asking for God for eternal life or a prayer for the soul of the 
departed, or pious devotion. Angels flying are meant to symbolize 
a rebirth. 
The grave of James M. “Jimmy” LaBar is one of a child. Even if you 
did not notice from the dates that he died at two years of age, the 

carved lamb represents 
innocence and is a common icon 
for depicting a child’s final 
resting place. 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
1 Troy Harman, “Monuments at Gettysburg - Context and Beyond: Gettysburg Winter Lecture,” Published March 1, 2015. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vpePQactmCI. 



The Sundell family gravestone has an engraving of two doves on a branch, 
as well as three carved objects placed on top: a child/cherub holding a 
rabbit and two small carved stone rabbits. The dove is a symbol of 
resurrection, innocence and peace, love, purity and resurrection. A dove 
with an olive sprig represents peace. Cherubs are often found in 
cemeteries on the monuments of children as they symbolize angels sent 
to guard the way of the tree of life. A rabbit represents humility, 
gentleness, and self-sacrifice. 
 
The Bogardus family grave monument and Sarah A. Slocum gravestone 
show palm leaves carved on the tomb. The leaves represent spiritual 
victory over death, martyrdom, or peace. The Bogardus monument has a 
huge marble orb on a base. Long before it was adopted by Christianity, 
the circle has been universally known as the symbol for eternal life and 
never-ending existence; the circle is a representation of no beginning and 

no end for its continuous motion. 
The stone ball may also be purely 
decorative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Unless specifically quoted in the text, the information above was found in the following sources: 
https://mysendoff.com/2012/08/the-grave-secrets-of-symbols-and-iconography-of-the-cemetery/ 
http://www.thecemeteryclub.com/symbols.html 
http://www.magnoliasandpeaches.com/dynamictree/cemetery/search/DocLst.asp 
http://www.graveaddiction.com/symbol.html 
 
Other sources of interest for gravestone imagery include: 
https://www.gravestonestudies.org/ 
http://www.americanantiquarian.org/farber-gravestone-collection 
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